WARRANTY
Thank you for choosing VERICOM for your cabling and cable accessories needs. VERICOM products are created and
manufactured to the highest standards of the industry and include compliance with RoHS standards, as well as being UL
and ETL listed. The Lifetime Warranty for VERICOM products is offered throughout North and South America and includes
replacement throughout the lifetime of the VERICOM product, with exceptions only for conditions outlined in this warranty.

Vericom Lifetime Warranty:
VERICOM warrants that on the date of shipment of product that all goods manufactured by VERICOM are free from
defects in material and workmanship under normal use and conditions..
The Vericom Lifetime Warranty will not apply to those Vericom products that:
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Have been modified or altered by persons other than Vericom, beyond requirements for typical use and installation;
Have been subjected to any intentional misuse, neglect, improper installation or accidental damage by the buyer;
Have been subjected to repair or attempted repair before prior consultation with Vericom
The Vericom product has been modified beyond the original scope of the product purpose;
Deterioration due to corrosive atmosphere or external causes, such as extremes in temperature or humidity that
extend beyond the listed specifications for the product; and/or
•   Damages attributable to events classified as “Acts of God”, including, but not limited to, tornadoes, earthquakes,
hurricanes, hail storms or other weather phenomenon of an extreme nature.
The obligation of VERICOM under our Lifetime Warranty is, assuming the conditions mentioned above are not met, to
replace the defective goods with the same (or latest equivalent) products to replace the defective VERICOM products.
VERICOM does reserve the right to extend credit, equivalent to the price paid for the products, sans shipping, for the
value of any goods that are deemed to be defective. VERICOM shall not reimburse or make allowance to the Buyer
for any labor charges that are incurred by the Buyer for replacement or repair of any goods unless authorized
by VERICOM.
The VERICOM Lifetime Warranty is conditional upon receipt by VERICOM from the Buyer of any defect immediately
upon discovery of said defect. Buyer must also give VERICOM access to the defective VERICOM products in their
present condition, access to the Buyer’s relevant records and data regarding use of the VERICOM product and that
inspection by VERICOM validates the claims of defectiveness by the Buyer. Returns to VERICOM must be validated
through this procedure prior to acceptance of defective VERICOM products.
The VERICOM Lifetime Warranty in regards to third party goods associated with VERICOM products only extends to
any rightful claims related to performance of the VERICOM products and the VERICOM Lifetime Warranty does not
extend to damages associated with defective merchandise that is associated with VERICOM.
The VERICOM Lifetime Warranty applies to products sold exclusively by VERICOM and not to any combination or
assembly of the goods associated from any other product or seller. VERICOM offers no warranty other than the
warranty expressed above and the warranty associated with VERICOM patents.

